
Arsenic and heat treating
 

Taking from the above mentioned links, arsenic is not an absolute necessity in heat treating, antimony is. However, a
trace and only a trace of arsenic (1/4 of 1 percent) will dramatically increase the amount of hardness the alloy can
achieve. See the article from "Key to Metals" as an industry perspective.

The cast bullet notes page mentioned by 454PB is my web site (lasc.us). The quote from HandLoaders is a bit off from
newer info I have been able to learn. While arsenic is the catalyst it should read, "arsenic is the catalyst to greatly
increased HT potential". The article by "Key to Metals" confirms this and is also on my site though there is no link to
it yet while I am waiting for permission from them to reprint it.

I am also working on another page to be added to the 'Cast Bullet Notes" page. It will be some time yet but I have
been keeping an accurate chart of all heat treating that I have done for nearly a year (and I HT a lot). The new page
will be a chart listing alloy, starting BHN, convection oven temp (400, 410, 420, 430 etc), time in oven, water temp,
time in water, BHN in 12 hours, 24 hours, 48 hours, 96 hours, 7 days and 14 days.

There have been some interesting results learned from keeping this chart. For one, alloy variations can be tracked
more from the time it takes bullets to harden than from the final BHN. As WW alloy varies (I suspect less antimony)
bullets are still achieving the same final HT BHN but instead of 3 days its taking well over a week. From reading the
article on "Key to Metals" they mention testing done with 2% - 4% - 6% - 8% antimony with 4% ideal for quickly
acheiving quenched hardness so my theory of less antimony in my current lot of WW makes sense. In addition, pre HT
BHN for several years was right at 11 with 3% tin added but currently its been 9 BHN. The current test underway for
the chart is the WW + 3% tin with # 8 chilled shot (both antimony and arsenic) added to test for any possible
difference and or how much shot is needed to gain an improvement.

Ricochet's post (while much shorter than this has turned out to be) is correct according to all of the testing I have done
for many years. Heat treating the shiny goddess and group testing them has been the passion of my shooting for better
than 15 years so I tend to get a little long winded.

Rick

No, it is not arsenic per se, but any element considered to be a foreign matter to the rest of the elements in the mix. If
a mix goes from liquid to solid in likity-split time, then it won't heat treat. Get the whole mix into having a slush stage
between frozen and liquid, then that mix will heat treat. Wider the slush temp difference, the better the heat treat
potential. Another indication of potential is how long it takes after the heat treat to reach final hardness. Sometimes in
12 hours, sometimes in one month. Longer the slush stage, the longer the time it takes to reach max hardness. To hurry
up the time to max hardness, put the finished boolits back into the oven at 200 degrees for a couple of hours. Then max
hardness should be made in a much shorter time than left at room temperature to harden. ... felix

Interesting, somewhat different from everything I have tried myself or read about . . . but then that's why I'm here.

Linotype is eutectic (no slush stage) and can be heat treated because of its antimony but with its high tin content and
lack of arsenic not to the dramatic results of WW.

I did a bunch of testing several years ago on the water temp with bullets HT in a conventional gas oven and found that
the colder the water the faster they reached final hardness. They didn't get any harder with cold water but they got there
faster. When I switched to the convection oven this difference seems to not apply or at least not nearly as much.
Putting them back in the oven after HT would seem to be a method of annealing and would reduce the final amount of
hardness achieved. Its a new concept to me but then again . . . that's why I'm here. I'll have to play with this and see
what comes of it.



Rick

Rick has posted two articles in the theme of this thread that can be found on his site www.lasc.us I highly recommend
his site as it contains lots of great information.

 

 

http://lasc.us/

